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ANODE 2014 ("Artistic New Orleans: Discussions & Extensions") is a brand new contemporary music

festival taking place in New Orleans and Chicago in April 10-14, organized by FOCI Arts in partnership

with Coup d'oeil Art Consortium and the Tulane University Music Department.  It features concerts,

public discussions, gallery shows, and educational events showcasing a variety of internationally-

prominent contemporary musicians, both based in New Orleans and from across the globe.  ANODE

2014 will showcase their work in performances, and explore  the visual documentation of their music

through a display of scores and sketches at Coup d'oeil Art Consortium's gallery.  The festival will



feature numerous world premieres and New Orleans first performances, and is the first event of its

kind to take place in New Orleans, with a sister concert in Chicago.  

ANODE 2014 is made possible in part through the generous support of the Harry and Alice Eiler

Foundation, inc, the Newcomb College Institute of Tulane University, and Coup d'Oeil Art Consortium.

Claus-Steffen Mankopf's attendance is made possible through the generous support of the Goethe-

Institut Chicago.  The attendance of Kathryn Schulmeister and Joan Arnau Pàmies is made possible

through the generous support of New Music USA.



7:30 - Amanda DeBoer Bartlett, Shanna Gutierrez, and Jesse Langen

Monotype I and II* (2014) - Pedro Alvarez

Kurtag-Cantus II* - Claus-Steffen Mankopf

For the Sake and the Spite of Continuity* (2013) - Ray Evanoff

For the Sake of Opacity (A Catalyst for Honesty) (2013) - Ray Evanoff

Sky Destroys Dog* (2014) - Mauricio Pauly

émoi (2010) - Evan Johnson

One, Everyone (2013) - Fredrick Gifford

Evening Rain (1981) - James Dillon

* = world premiere ^ = US premiere

Saturday April 12: Coup d'Oeil Art Consortium | 2033 Magazine St, New Orleans | 7 pm

Opening of a gallery show of scores and sketches by Joan Arnau Pàmies, Ray Evanoff, Andrew

Greenwald, Evan Johnson, Timothy McCormack, and Mauricio Pauly.

Kathryn Schulmeister

[k(d_b)s] (2013) - Joan Arnau Pàmies

The Crutch of Memory (2004) - Aaron Cassidy

Monday April 14: Constellation Chicago | 3111 N Western Ave, Chicago | 7.30 pm

Amanda DeBoer Bartlett, Shanna Gutierrez, and Jesse Langen

Monotype I and II (2014) - Pedro Alvarez

Kurtag-Cantus II - Claus-Steffen Mankopf

For the Sake and the Spite of Continuity (2013) - Ray Evanoff

For the Sake of Opacity (A Catalyst for Honesty) (2013) - Ray Evanoff

Sky Destroys Dog (2014) - Mauricio Pauly

émoi (2010) - Evan Johnson

One, Everyone (2013) - Fredrick Gifford

Evening Rain (1981) - James Dillon

About FOCI Arts

FOCI Arts is a New Orleans-based organization devoted to the contemporary creative arts.  “FOCI”

stands for “facilitating original creativity inclusively,” which exemplifies our core mission to invitingly

promote original, contemporary creative expression.  FOCI pursues this goal through the organization

of concerts, gallery shows, public lectures, and other artistic endeavors, in conjunction with numerous

artistic and educational organizations based in New Orleans and from across the country, as well as

through FOCI Words, its online arts periodical.  Above all, FOCI is committed to sharing original

creativity in its many forms.

Website: fociarts.com



About Ray Evanoff

Ray Evanoff (b. 1984) is an American composer whose work explores a uniquely personal aesthetic,

emphasizing extremes of detail, scale, and form while creating interconnected musical works.  He has

collaborated with and been performed by contemporary music specialists such as Ensemble Dal

Niente, Distractfold, Ensemble Pamplemousse, Ensemble SurPlus, Liam Hockley, Seth Josel, Mabel

Kwan, Xenia Pestova, and Samuel Stoll, among others, in concerts across Europe and North America.

His music has been included in the Huddersfield Contemporary Music Festival, Internationales

Musikinstitut Darmstadt, Neuköllner Originaltöne, and the Sonic Fusion Festival, and supported by the

City of Charleston Office of Cultural Affairs, the Harry and Alice Eiler Foundation, MATA, the Royal

Musical Association, SALT, and the University of Huddersfield.  He is the founder and director of FOCI

Arts.  He studied at the College of Charleston and the University of Huddersfield, where he received

his PhD in Music Composition in 2012.  He lives in New Orleans.

Website: rayevanoff.com

About the Composers

Pedro Alvarez's work is mainly focused on the creation of contemporary chamber music that

challenges traditional aesthetic ideals of processual fluency and development.  He aims at new forms

of musical experience based on contemplative approaches to static 'objectivised' situations, radically

contrasting brutal formal simplicity with highly detailed textures.

He has completed a PhD at the University of Huddersfield under Liza Lim.  Previous degrees include

MPhil from the University of London, MA and Licentiate from Universidad de Chile, both awarded with

'maximum distinction.

His music is widely performed by established specialized ensembles and a younger generation of

exceptionally talented musicians, featured in international festivals such as Wittener Tage für neue

Kammermusik, Conncet Festival in Malmö, Huddersfield Contemporary Music Festival, Marathon V in

Vienna, ISCM World Music Days in Ghent and Lange Musik at Dampfzentrale Bern.  During the spring

of 2014 he is Composer in Residence of the city of Vienna, appointed by the Austrian Government and

KulturKontakt Austria.

Website: pedroalvarez.info

Aaron Cassidy is an American composer and conductor based in England.  His work has been

programmed by contemporary music specialists including ELISION, Ensemble SurPlus, musikFabrik,

EXAUDI, Talea Ensemble, the JACK string quartet, Garth Knox, Ian Pace, Ryan Muncy, and Christopher

Redgate, at festivals including Donaueschingen, Huddersfield, Darmstadt, Gaudeamus, and Bludenz,

and has been broadcast by BBC Radio 3, Radio France, Deutschlandradio Kultur, and Polish National

Radio.  He has received grants, stipends, and commissions from Südwestrundfunk, the Yvar

Mikhashoff Trust for New Music, ASCAP, British Council, and PRSF 20x12/London Cultural Olympiad

2012.  Recordings of his work are available on NEOS, NMC, HCR, and New Focus Records.



Cassidy joined the staff of the University of Huddersfield in 2007 and currently serves as Reader in

Composition, Research Coordinator for Music and Music Technology, Coordinator of the MA by

Research, and part of the Directorate of the Centre for Research in New Music (CeReNeM).  He

previously served as Lecturer of Composition at Northwestern University, and as Visiting Assistant

Professor of Music at Buffalo State College.  He holds a Ph. D. in Composition from the University at

Buffalo (SUNY), where he studied principally with David Felder.

Website: aaroncassidy.com

James Dillon (b. 1950) was born in Glasgow, Scotland. His work has been extensively performed

internationally, by the London Sinfonietta, the Arditti Quartet, the BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra,

Quatour Diotima, Ictus Ensemble, Cikada Ensemble, and Talea Ensemble, among many others.  He has

been awarded numerous prizes, such as the Kransichsteiner Musikpreis at the Darmstadt Ferienkurse

für Neue Musik.

Dillon is closely associated with a number of the world’s leading contemporary music ensembles. He

has been a guest lecturer at many universities throughout the world, and was named Distinguished

International Visitor by New York University in 2001-2002. In 2003 he was awarded an honorary

doctorate by the University of Huddersfield.

In 2007 Dillon accepted the position of Professor of Composition at the University of Minnesota,

Minneapolis/Saint Paul. In 2011 Dillon became the most celebrated winner in the RPS Music Awards

history when his Nine Rivers won the Large-Scale Composition Prize.

The music of Fredrick Gifford (b. 1972) has been heard in concerts and radio broadcasts throughout

Europe and the Americas, performed by groups including the Aspen Contemporary Music Ensemble,

Ensemble Dal Niente, Ensemble 20+, International Contemporary Ensemble (ICE), Kairos Quartett, Mr.

SC and the Wild Bones Gang, New York New Music Ensemble; soloists including Tony Arnold, Winston

Choi, Shanna Gutiérrez and Jesse Langen; and at festivals such as Bludenzer Tage zeitgemäßer Musik,

Festival Internacional de Música Contemporánea (Mexico), Darmstadt Summer Courses, June in

Buffalo, soundSCAPE and the Aspen Music Festival.

Since 1997, he has lectured in music (composition, analysis, musicianship, history), serving on the

faculties of the Schools of Music at DePaul and Northwestern Universities in the United States as well

as the Escola Superior de Música, Artes e Espectáculo in Porto, Portugal.

Gifford received his Bachelor’s degree in composition from DePaul University and completed his

graduate studies at Northwestern University, receiving the Doctor of Music degree in 2000. Additional

compositional studies (masterclasses and summer courses) have been with Harrison Birtwistle, Luca

Francesconi and Bent Sørensen. 

Website: fredrickgifford.info



Andrew Greenwald (b. 1980, Queens N.Y) is an American composer whose current work engages with

issues of pixelated sound material viewed at increasing resolutions; rational formal containers for that

material; and didactic indexing of those containers to form a perceived whole/hole. His works have

been performed throughout the United States, Canada, and Europe by Ensemble Pamplemousse, The

Arditti Quartet, Jack Quartet, Talea Ensemble, On Structure, Dal Niente, and numerous soloists. He has

been an active member of Ensemble Pamplemousse since 2003. Andrew's compositions have received

support from the Hepner Foundation, Argosy Foundation, the American Music Center Composer

Assistance Program, NYSCA, the A. Lindsay and Olive B. O'Connor Foundation, the Alice M. Ditson

fund, and Meet the Composer. He holds a Master's degree in composition/experimental music from

Wesleyan University under the supervision of advisor Alvin Lucier; and is currently the David R. Coelho

graduate fellow at Stanford University, where he is a doctoral candidate in composition working with

Brian Ferneyhough. 

Website: andrewgreenwald.net

Bryn Harrison (b. 1969) studied for an MA in composition with Gavin Bryars at De Montfort University,

in Leicester, England. His music has been performed extensively in the UK at most of Britain’s leading

festivals and broadcast on BBC Radio 3. He has established a particularly close association with the

Huddersfield Contemporary Music Festival, receiving prizes there in 1993 and 1995 and commissions

from the festival in 1999 and 2002 and again in 2008 where he was a featured composer.

In 1999 he was selected to compete for the International Gaudeamus Prize in the Netherlands and

since then he has received many performances throughout Europe, USA and Japan, including those at

festivals such as Wien Horgange, Ultraschall, Hannover Biennale, Festival Klangspuren, Europaischer

Musikmonat, Wittener Tage and the Paris Festival Automne. In 2001 he attended the Ostrava New

Music Days in the Czech Republic where he studied briefly with Christian Wolffand Alvin Lucier and, in

the same year, was invited to attend the ISCM World Music Days in Yokohama, Japan.

He has a particular interest in the relationship between painting and music and has collaborated

extensively with painter and printmaker Mike Walker. Bryn is currently Head of Composition at the

University of Huddersfield. He lives near Halifax, West Yorkshire with his wife and three children.

Website: brynharrison.com

Ben Isaacs is a composer whose music is characterized by its limited gestural palette and preference

for weak, unstable sounds, often occurring at extremes of instrumental register and quietude. He has

recently written music for Quatuor Diotima, the Haynes/Ballon/Knoop trio, Kate Ledger, Séverine

Ballon, Reiko Manabe and the Nieuw Ensemble, who premiered and darkness sweeps in like a hand at

the Huddersfield Contemporary Music Festival in 2009.  Isaacs studied at the University of

Huddersfield with Aaron Cassidy and Bryn Harrison. 

Website: benisaacscomposer.wordpress.com



Evan Johnson (b. 1980) is an American composer whose works are being commissioned and

programmed with increasing frequency by prominent soloists and ensembles throughout the USA,

Europe, and beyond, including at several prominent European festivals.  The recipient of numerous

prizes, awards and fellowships, Johnson received his doctorate at SUNY Buffalo under David Felder

after undergraduate work at Yale University.  His music emphasizes issues of temporal form,

proportion and repetition, while also creating performative situations in which the physical, human

aspects of musical performance are subtly paramount. 

Website: evanjohnson.info

Claus-Steffen Mahnkopf (b. 1962, Mannheim, Germany) studied composition, music theory, piano,

musicology, philosophy, and sociology with Brian Ferneyhough, Klaus Huber, and Jürgen Habermas,

among others. Since 1984 he has been awarded numerous international prizes and awards, including

the Gaudeamus Prize, Stuttgart Composition Prize, Ernst von Siemens Music Grant, Villa Massimo.

Since 2005 he has been Professor of Composition at the Leipzig Academy of Music and Theater.  He is

the editor of the journal Musik & Ästhetik and the book series New Music and Aesthetics in the 21st

Century, and author of over 120 essays and numerous books (e.g. Kritische Theorie der Musik). He has

an extensive œuvre in all genres, performed by renowned groups (e.g. Ensemble Modern), with

important commissions (e.g. Salzburger Festspiele) and numerous portrait concerts worldwide. His

principal works include Rhizom, Medusa, Kammerzyklus, Angelus Novus, Hommage à György Kurtág,

Hommage à Thomas Pynchon, Prospero's Epilogue, humanized void, voiced void.

Website: claussteffenmahnkopf.de

Timothy McCormack (b. 1984) is a composer currently based in Boston, MA. His music is largely

preoccupied with and informed by the physicality behind sound production, and obsessively explores

the relationship between the body and the instrument. Focusing on the microscopic but violent space

between a finger and a string or a tongue and a reed, McCormack's music dissects the physicality

between the performer and instrument to create an ecstatic, exuberant and ever-changing aural

terrain. McCormack's music exhibits highly dense textures and abnormal forms comprised of sounds

which are constantly in flux, often violently so.

McCormack has been performed and commissioned by a number of eminent contemporary music

specialists,  including the ELISION Ensemble,  musikFabrik,  the  JACK Quartet,  Ensemble  Dal  Niente,

Ensemble SurPlus, the Talea Ensemble, Ensemble Nikel, the Argento Ensemble, L’arsenale and Hand

Werk. Notable performances of his works have taken place at the Huddersfield Contemporary Music

Festival,  Wittener  Tage  für  Neue  Kammermusik,  the  TRANSIT  Festival,  the  Tzlil  Meudcan  Festival,

EMPAC and Suginami Kokaidou.

McCormack is a PhD candidate at Harvard University, where he studies with Chaya Czernowin. 

Website: timothy-mccormack.com

The music of Joan Arnau Pàmies is concerned with underlying issues related to text notation, sound,



and the distinction between composition and performance as categorically different activities.  His

most recent investigations explore unconventional notational strategies to develop intricate formal

processes.

Born in Catalonia in 1988, Pàmies' works have been performed and workshopped throughout the

United States, Canada, Russia, and Europe by ensembles and individuals such as the Arditti Quartet,

BCN 216, Dal Niente, Felix Del Tredici, ensemble recherche, Nora Volkova Ensemble, Kathryn

Schulmeister, and Vertixe Sonora Ensemble.  Furthermore, he is the co-founder of Miiryn, a collective

that functions as a catalyst for collaboration among independent artists, and serves as the Artistic

Development Manager of the Fonema Consort.

Pàmies holds a Bachelor of Music degree with Honors from the New England Conservatory and is

currently pursuing a doctorate in composition at Northwestern University.  Furthermore, he has

lectured on his own work at the University of Huddersfield, Goldsmiths, University of London,

Columbia University, and Northwestern University.  His music is published by Periferia (Barcelona),

Editions Bar&Co (Limoges), and BabelScores (Paris).

Website: joanarnaupamies.com

Mauricio Pauly (b. 1976) is a chamber electroacoustic music composer and electric bass player from

Costa Rica who has resided in the UK since 2007. Recent commitments include performances at

Ultima Festival for Contemporary Music in Oslo, MATA Festival in New York and Aldeburgh as well as

commissions for Darmstadt 2010 (Staubach Honoraria) and 2012. Upcoming performances in Paris,

Geneve, Bordeaux, Melbourne, Berlin, New York, London, TelAviv and at Warsaw Autumn.

In 2011, Pauly was awarded the Costa Rican Composers Association Composition Prize. He is the

artistic co-director of Distractfold Ensemble and play electric bass with the Manchester-based trio, A

Greater Horror.  He is also a founding member of the Altavoz Composers. He teaches at the Royal

Northern College of Music in Manchester and at the Architectural Association Interprofessional Studio

in London.

Website: mauriciopauly.com

As a composer of electronic and acoustic music, Rick Snow seeks intersections between dimension,

expression, metaphor, and process. His music has been performed in many venues in the United

States as well as selectively in Canada, Germany, Switzerland, Australia, and the Czech Republic. A few

of his most recent works include Iris/Shiver -a performance work for custom audio/visual computer

instrument, Old Windows, New Worlds -a performance work for midi keyboard controlled, surround

sound computer instrument, Postcards, Islands, Elegy, Distance -an orchestra piece commissioned by

the La Jolla Symphony commemorating Charles Darwin's 200th birthday, and Fenceless Fields of Grain

-a percussion 12tet commissioned by Pierre Boulez and the Lucerne Festival Academy Percussion

Ensemble. As an educator he has taught music theory, history, technology and composition courses at

Tulane University, The University of California, San Diego, and the University of Alabama. His primary

mentors have been Craig First, Chaya Czernowin, and Philippe Manoury. 



About the Performers

Amanda DeBoer Bartlett is an experimental singer and indie classical music curator originally from

Omaha, Nebraska. She specializes in contemporary vocal literature and project-based performances

that integrate classical music into modern social contexts. She is a member of Ensemble dal niente

(Chicago) and is a co-founder of Quince Contemporary Vocal Ensemble (New York).

As a contemporary classical music specialist, Ms. DeBoer has premiered over 150 new works by

inspiring musical innovators including Marcos Balter, Aaron Einbond, Christopher Cerrone, Robert

Honstein, Morgan Krauss, Ravi Kittappa, Fredrick Gifford, Chris Fisher-Lochhead, Ryan Carter, Jonn

Sokol, and many others. She has a wide variety of musical interests, and opportunities to incorporate

storytelling, movement, multi-media and improvisation have been especially rewarding.

Born and raised in Omaha, NE, Ms. DeBoer moved to Chicago to study at DePaul University where she

received a Bachelor of Music. She received a Masters degree from the University at Buffalo, where she

studied with acclaimed contemporary interpreter Tony Arnold, and a Doctorate of Musical Arts from

Bowling Green State University, where she worked with Dr. Jane Rodgers. She currently lives in

Omaha, NE and teaches voice at Iowa Western. Along with her work as a performer, Ms. DeBoer

regularly produces, curates, and presents concerts and festivals around the country. She is indebted to

the inspiring grass-roots classical music movement that is taking hold, and hopes to contribute to the

continued development of the North American contemporary music community. 

Website: amandadeboer.com

Flutist Shanna Gutierrez is a dynamic performer and teacher who appears throughout the United

States and abroad as a soloist, clinician, and as a member of several smaller ensembles. She is a

founding member of the Chicago-based Ensemble Dal Niente, recipient of the 2012 Kranichstein Prize

for Interpretation. Shanna has received numerous awards and accolades for her performances

including, prizes at the Stockhausen Courses in 2011 (THINKI) and 2013 (XI), and the Darmstadt

Summer Courses for New Music. She has been featured on live radio broadcasts for WFMT Chicago,

performances at Carnegie Hall and the Chicago Cultural Center, and contemporary music festivals

throughout the US—in addition to concerts and residencies in Germany, Portugal, Switzerland, South

Korea, Mexico, and Colombia.

As a specialist in contemporary performance, Shanna is dedicated to promoting and advancing

contemporary music in cultural life today through innovative performances and workshops.  She has

helped commission and present premiere performances of numerous pieces, including US premieres

of works by Michel van der Aa, Malin Bång, Bernhard Lang, and Karlheinz Stockhausen. Shanna’s

upcoming collaborations include those with Claus-Steffen Mahnkopf, Ray Evanoff, Rozalie Hirs, and

Stefano Pierini, among others. 

Shanna has studied contemporary music under Matthias Ziegler, Camilla Hoitenga, Eva Furrer, Philippe

Racine, and Kathinka Pasveer. Such has served as indispensable enrichment to her performance

studies at the University of Michigan (Amy Porter) and Northwestern University (Walfrid Kujala),



where she received her masters and bachelors degrees, respectively. Her formative years were guided

by Monty Adams and Dolores Humberg to whom she is deeply grateful. She was also a former fellow

of the Aspen Contemporary Ensemble at the Aspen Music Festival. A passionate educator, Shanna is

on faculty of the Music Institute of Chicago, and maintains an active private studio in the Chicago area.

She is also certified to teach the Suzuki method having received her training from David Gerry and

Kelly Williamson. She performs on a Burkart flute and piccolo and Kingma bass and alto flutes.

Website: shannagutierrez.com

Jesse Langen studied guitar with Anne Waller at Northwestern University and played in master classes

for Oscar Ghiglia, Sergio and Odair Assad, Bob Guthrie, Elliot Fisk, David Russell, Roberto Aussell, Nigel

North, and Paul O'Dette. In the summer of 2002, he was a featured soloist with the Chicago Symphony

Orchestra.

On top of many performances in Chicago, across the United States, and in Europe, Jesse has played in

the Minnesota Guitar Society Concert Series, the Chicago Segovia Classical Guitar Series (as a member

of the Guitar Camerata), the Memphis "Imagine" New Music Series (as a member of the G-Force

Guitar Quartet), and at Columbia University in New York.  An avid player of new music, Jesse has

premiered dozens of pieces, many of which were written for him. He can be heard as a soloist, in

chamber collaborations, and with Ensemble Dal Niente.

Originally from Transylvania, Katalin Lukács is a prizewinning pianist based in New Orleans. As a soloist

she has appeared with orchestras both in Europe and in the United States. In addition to performing

works of the classical repertoire, Katalin is an avid promoter of contemporary music. 

She has appeared as a soloist and chamber musician at new music festivals in the United States and

Europe including the Darmstadt New Music Courses in Germany, the Ostrava New Music Days in the

Czech Republic, the SEAMUS National Conference in Eugene, Oregon, the TWEAK Festival in Limerick,

Ireland, among others. She has performed with new music ensembles redfishbluefish, Ensemble Zs,

SONOR, and Ostravska Banda. Recently she performed on the Los Angeles Philharmonic’s Green

Umbrella Series and on UCSD’s Camera Lucida chamber music series. She is featured on recordings of

many 20th century composers including releases on Mode and New World Records of Stockhausen,

Scelsi, and Stuart Saunders Smith.

She holds degrees in piano performance from the “Gh. Dima” Music Academy in Cluj, Romania, The

University of Alabama School of Music and The University of California at San Diego.  Since 2011

Katalin lives in New Orleans with her composer husband and young daughter. She holds the position

of Adjunct Professor at Tulane University, and is active as promoter of contemporary music, educator,

and vocal accompanist.

Kathryn Schulmeister is a musician interested in exploring the capabilities of the double bass within

diverse contexts of performance. Born in Hawaii, Kathryn began studies of the double bass at age 9.



She received her Bachelor of Music degree from the New England Conservatory of Music in Boston

and completed her Master of Music degree at McGill University in Montréal in May 2013, receiving

numerous scholarships during her graduate studies including the Austrian Society Scholarship and the

Sound Recording Competition Award (2nd Place).

With  a  wide  range  of  musical  interests  including  improvisation,  experimental,  classical,  jazz,  and

avant-garde  contemporary,  Kathryn  has  performed with  several  adventurous new music ensembles

including  Boston’s  Callithumpian  Consort,  Montréal’s  Le  Nouvel  Ensemble  Moderne,  Chicago’s

Fonema  Consort,  and  the  Lucerne  Festival  Academy Orchestra.  As  a  participant  in  international

festivals and workshops Kathryn has worked with several leading figures of contemporary music such

as Uli Fussenegger, Irvine Arditti, Pierre Boulez, Tristan Murail,  Christian Wolff, Marino Formenti,

David Robertson, and various others. She has also collaborated with Anthony Coleman as a member of

the improvisation ensemble Survivor’s  Breakfast,  and is  featured on his  recent  album The End of

Summer, released on Tzadik records in February 2013.

Website: kathrynschulmeister.com


